EDITORIAL
Translation by
Gordon Leonard Symons

Dear readers,
It’s a time of renewal.
The Istituto di Psicosintesi is in tune with this vital force and for its
upcoming April conference in Varese, has chosen as its main theme
“A Time of Renewal”.
I smile as I recall that the first evocative word which we inserted in the
magazine was “renewal”, and this is the goal I have always sought
with my editorial team.
In this vein, I announce the arrival in our magazine’s Scientific
Committee of Donatella Randazzo and Maurizio Bellinelli, and I
wish them both much wisdom and clear vision, and the birth of new
groups which will become Centres, giving new energy to the entire
Psychosynthesis Community.
But what can we say about the archives of the Gruppo alle Fonti,
busily working in English to offer materials to the rest of the world,
including newly discovered writings of the founder, discovered in the
great mine of precious gems which is Casa Assagioli, at 16 via San
Domenico.
You will find in this edition the publication of a libretto written in
English by Assagioli in 1927 which is the subject of theories in the
Italian translation.
In future, nine headings proposed by members will make reading
even more interesting; I would also like to point out the publication
of two photos, one a bit dated and the other more recent, which
bring together the past and the present of the Istituto’s Programme of
Self-development.
The letters to the Director are also very interesting.
To renew ourselves we need to know what to let go of and what to
retain, as Lina Malfiore says.
Enjoy reading, and I look forward to seeing you and our colleagues in
Varese, to share the experience of the 31st National Congress.
Patrizia Bonacina
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REALITY MAKES
THE DREAM
MORE BEAUTIFUL
Translation by Greta Bianchi
I find that the relationship between dream and reality is
an ever-present and stimulating topic.
Already the fact of considering the letter “r” of the word
reality as small or to represent it with uppercase places
us immediately in different scenarios, even if combined
and complemented by a single Origin.
The first scenario, the one of reality with a tiny “r”,
invites us to the personal experience in its historical
and material development, proportionate to what can be
encountered in our ordinary daily life in terms of stimuli,
resources, obstacles and opportunities. Therefore, a
personal experience that is also commensurate to what
we can achieve, between limits and potentialities,
through the humanly variable action of our personal self.
But we know - and sometimes we even “feel” - that the
human will, at least the authentic one, originates from
a spiritual, constantly creative and dynamic dimension,
that its origin belongs to the second scenario, that of
Reality with the capital “r” .
It is from this dimension that the Higher Self sends us
its “dream”. A “dream” meant as a new perspective that
we can embrace only if we can open ourselves, if we
can rediscover our true essence within that cone of light
that describes the inviting and including boundaries
of a sacred space in which the wonder, the sense of
righteousness, the knowledge and the clear vision of
things, together with the sense of unity and new sociality,
appear to us as standing out signals, essential and vivid.
Within each of these scenarios – the personal and the
universal - we could identify the multiple meanings
that the word dream can contain and inspire. From the
Freudian conception that sees the dream as a “fulfillment
of a removed desire “ to the Jungian one, which reads in
the dream “the development lines of psychic potentials”

not yet realized, up to the existential conception that
understands the dream as, namely, the “being in the
world “, just to briefly mention the most significant
views.
In any case, both words - dream and reality - are linked
together by a kind of rhythm, a pulse that highlights the
reciprocal, necessary synchronicity. It seems to me that
this is exactly the point: in a perspective of harmony
that can describe the state of health and happiness of the
human being, the space of one could only put its own
embryo in the other one´s time ... and vice versa. I like to
imagine the relationship between them as the symbol of
the Tao, eternal cycle and complementary aspect, indeed,
between opposing elements that are interconnected
and that generate each other constantly, in a process of
continuous transformation and change towards the only
and indivisible reality of Being. A reality in which space
and time are eternally combined as two faces of that
same coin that, no matter how hard we try to make that
coin thinner, it will always represent its value on both
faces and, with them, in both of its dimensions.
Without the spark of desire, the will does not light
up; without strong-willed realizations, dreams remain
ghosts lost in the stars. The desire remains an idealized
aspiration, a synthesis conceived only “in the mind of
Zeus” but not in-spired, not yet descended and embodied
in the personal human experience and hence useless in
the construction of life, of any life, especially when we
understand it as a “work of art”.(1)
And here comes an image, linked to a personal
memory. It is the memory of what it feels like in front
of a deteriorated wooden structure, altered in its shape
and made anonymous by the corrosive and blurring
appearance of time. First of all, you feel the desire to
uncover the vital nucleus, the original note, the soul, in
order at first to understand it, and then to plan the process
of returning it to the present - and thus also to a possible
future - with all its value and significance that gradually
return to manifest in the most appropriate form, in the
new equilibrium between form and essence, in its coming
back to singing. Yes: an antique piece of furniture, a
statue, a well-restored frame must “sing”.
However, before and during the realization of this, how
much commitment, patience, tenacity, impotence, anger
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and passion... just to proceed to the next step. What
if this was „the soul of the song”? What if this is the
flesh and blood of its words and its music? Judging by
sensations, images and emotions that I came across
during the long days of intervention in the laboratory,
immersed in the relationship with those objects, with
those “you” made also of wood, both common and
precious, of chalk, grout and pure gold, hour after hour
and until the end of the day, I´d say that the soul of
that song was there, in that exact time suspended in an
infinitely expanded space and consecrated by the gestures
and movements of my body becoming increasingly
easy, light, almost guided by an awareness that
transcended the personal one. The walls and the ceiling
disappeared to merge with a wider breath but also with
a delicate tremor that moved at the center of my heart.
And like that, gestures and movements simply
“happened”, guided by a will that permeated all the
sounds, odors, shapes and consistencies animating that
time and space.
Even the images, the right proportions suitable for
holding the meeting between my attention and the story,
the life history of that object took shape little by little.
The flesh and blood of that song were in that kind of
walking dream that invited me to look beyond the
threshold of change. And all this was made alive by the
movement of my hands. In that moment, my happiness
and my soul lived through my hands. I remember the
words of a teacher of the time: “... This is not about
making prestige games, or doing tricks perhaps to turn a
donkey into a racing horse. It is rather about helping a
battered donkey, perhaps resigned to its aches and pains,
to go back to live as a Mister Donkey.”
I realize only today that at that time, more than thirty
years ago, that metaphor was to me a genuine revelation
about the meaning of the word transformation. First of
all, a formidable remedy against my anxiety during my
adolescence and, later on, in other critical moments, a
bridge that was swinging but directed just enough to get
me through abysses of darkness and loss of meaning in
my life. I found again the same idea, so simple and yet so
great, in the thought of Roberto Assagioli and, through
him, in the heritage of wisdom borrowed by great masters
of all times.

Thinking back to my experience as a craftsman, I realize
that only years later I could recognize the authentic
meaning of that cycle that was so important in my life.
Today, the illuminating words that Mahatma Gandhi
pronounced about the educational value of manual work
contribute as well to the retrieval of that meaning:
“I firmly believe in the educational value of manual
work. A useful manual work, intelligently executed, is the
instrument par excellence of intellectual development
(...). A balanced intellect reckons the harmonious growth
of body, mind and soul. The intelligence that develops
through socially useful manual work will be a readyto-serve tool and it will not be easy to mislead it. The
intelligence developed in a different way is a real plague.
“
He also said: “We must revolutionize our education. The
brain needs to be polished through the hand. If I was
a poet, I would write verses on the multiple capacities
of the five fingers. But why thinking that the mind is
everything and hands and feet are nothing? Those who
do not exercise their hands, those who do only follow
the ordinary path of education, do not feel in their
soul the music of their life. Their faculties are not fully
operational.”(2)
Frankly, nothing to me seems more appropriate and
provocatively stimulating in this age that imposes the
supremacy of the liquid, fast, and video-centric virtuality
over the virtuous, slow and solid processuality of
relationships “with bare hands” in flesh, bones and soul.
Whenever I dedicate myself to the garden, when I bend to
the ground, when I walk through the stumps or I stretch
out to the upper branches, whenever I let my sweat and
physical fatigue blend with that delicate tremor in my
heart, it is as if the experience of all the manual work
of my life converged to the present, becoming simple
gratitude in the contemplation of what there is around
me. It is as if, through my hands, I could reconnect with
the universal nature of beauty and with the scenarios that
it can open to the future. It is true: every season brings in
itself, in its utmost brilliance and vital splendor, its own
end as well and, together with it, the embryo of what will
come afterwards.
What we, as human beings, can and really want to

experience, representing ourselves as living selves(3),
needs a gradual process to reveal itself in the light of
consciousness and to get realized. Every partial and
momentary synthesis carries within itself the reality and
hence also the value of our conflicts, the fatigue and the
pain as possible dynamic elements, pushing to make
the next step. But it also carries the attractive energy of
our center of consciousness that reflects a universal and
stable Principle of Love, an absolute Reality instinctively
projected into action and in the full manifestation of
itself, in the process of becoming.
Nonetheless, in order to experience this reflection of
the higher self in the center of consciousness and to
“taste” it firmly enough, it is necessary to recognize the
function of those external unifying centers that can help
to keep alive the spark of desire and, together with it, the
possibility that new actions can keep alive its meaning,
purpose and project.
More specifically, as Roberto Assagioli argues(4), this
external unifying center is “an indirect but true link, a
point of connection between the personal man and his
higher Self, which is reflected and symbolized in that
object…”.
Therefore, in addition to intelligent and creative manual
work, to nature and to beauty, I try to reunify in a
single image other connection points that support the
relationship between dream and reality and the possible
presence of the Self in each relationship. The image is
that of a father and a teenage boy standing in front of
each other, in the kitchen at home.
Sometime before I have had a dream to which I had not
given too much importance. In that dream, there were
my two teenage sons - or at least it seemed to me - and
one of them grabbed my shoulders and shook me, yelling
“Do you understand how important it is? I really mean
it! Did you understand well?”.
What had happened before this sentence was not clear
and did not emerge afterwards. Therefore I could not
grasp the meaning and the importance of the dream,
except from the fact that it could have come from the
opposing and conflictual phase experienced then, more
or less intensely, with my son. The interesting thing is
that a while later, perhaps two or three months, while

I was standing in front of him - the real 16-year-old
son - there was no trace of that incomplete sentence
inside of me. Everything was forgotten. What was there
between us was just my cumbersome disappointment: I
felt helpless in front of his indifference for continuous
failures at school.
To be able to put some distance from my feeling of
powerlessness, I attempted a dialogue with him about his
personal value and on how important it was to decide,
sooner or later, to feel responsible for it. I also added, as
if it was not enough, that my trust in him required being
respected and honored certainly as a legitimate gift, but
not an unconditioned one.
As I wait for his answer and in the meanwhile I wonder
about how he has understood my words, something
happens.
He turns his head a little, as if to hide his eyes filled with
tears but also with indignation, and he tells me: “In the
end, it feels like I am not able to live in this world. I feel
inadequate, empty, I do not understand myself. Even all
that I see, all the dialogs, the gestures, the behaviors of
the others often seem absurd to me, paradoxical, fake,
they disgust me... And yet, when then I behave in the
same way, like them, I’m fine and I’m content ... I even
feel happy ... do you understand I am saying? “.
The first thing I feel is fear. I’m suspended on a dark
vortex that pulls me downwards. For an everlasting
moment pictures, thoughts, even smells that I believed to
be stratified and inert, they all come back. I was wrong.
But then I forget about that old fear because I am focusing
on his discomfort. I reply to him with a nod, I want to
be part of his disappointment, with his disillusionment
in discovering a new existential condition: to be alone,
really alone in the world. The Innocent has abandoned
the green paradise of unconditional love to experience
the Orphan, exposed to all the difficulties and vicissitudes
of life. His parents, far from being omnipotent, can no
longer protect him.
“... But do you truly understand?”, he asks with a voice
full of anger and disbelief, standing in front of me, without
moving. So I move towards him, just by one step. And
I wait, while telling him something about his solitude,
about his being atomos, alone, unique, indivisible,
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original, with all that space inside him that he can fill as
he wants without rush, little by little, perhaps becoming
like the Wanderer who undertakes his heroic journey,
discovering that he can clear away the superfluous and
fill his new space with what looks more beautiful, more
useful, better for him, what he prefers.
He gets closer and rests his head on my shoulder: how
heavy it is and full of curls, they are so black to almost
look bluish. I caress his head telling him that at his age I
was afraid to be strange too, even to be crazy and I used
to think things I could not understand.
“I take care of you and like this I heal myself” ... I
am repeating this to myself like a mantra, and in the
meanwhile I regain control and intimacy with myself.
He hugs me and I hug him too. And there it comes, along
with a long silence, that delicate tremor in my heart. His
confidence is breathing a sigh of relief on my heart. I
have opened myself to the authenticity and warmth of
my humanity that blends with his, and it is as if I became
better and happier in every cell of my body and in every
aspect of my personality. Everything seems clearer,
simpler and easier to read, more essential.
This is not the same son I used to hold in my arms or
held my hand: he has now a thick beard and plays 70s
music with the electric guitar, he wears a black t-shirt
with “Bad Religion” written in a no sign, criticizes the
school system because “inadequate and insufficient from
the point of view of both content and methods”, he is
appreciated and esteemed by teachers and companions,
while he gets lost in his non-involvement in the study
and in the indolence that comes from having almost all
the answers in Google and all “friendship requests” on
Facebook.
But there is also another teenager, “my” one that I have
mentioned and emerges now from the mists of memory:
the Shadow of a boy who was afraid of madness and who
did not understand the meaning of his thoughts, always
so inadequate when comparing them to those of the
others. Always so capable of creating poetic images for
every name, for every gaze and every gesture denied or
avoided. But these are things I already know, re-emerged
and investigated in at least twenty years of personal work,
“transfer and counter-transfer” with relative supervision,
therapeutic groups and training… However, it feels as if

this embrace with my son, here and now, is the only act,
the only event that can dissolve a nucleus of deeper fear.
It is as if his trust, no longer absolute and unconditional
as when he was an Innocent, but gradual and motivated,
as an Orphan disappointed and outraged, could became
a point of connection with that wider and more capable
love that has also allowed me to find words, gestures, the
right presence in this moment, for him and for me.
“I take care of you and like this I heal myself”…
That mantra still echoes in the bright space of the soul
where my son and I met, together with the memory of
a boy like many others, who grew up as many others
without the embrace and the encouragement of a father.
Now despair leaves space to hope, the shadow of
abandonment becomes certainty that the day follows
the night and that solitude is precisely the existential
condition that witnesses this cyclical passage, this
continuation of life between light and shadow, between
fullness and emptiness, words and silence.
It is true that the task of the Hero is not to kill but to
name the Dragon, namely, to restore a communication,
a true relationship with the world - in particular with
one´s inner world - after returning to it an identity, after
naming it.(5)
Now that adolescent can be fully understood and named,
even illuminated by a dream that comes true. Actually,
I prefer to say it like this: from a reality that makes the
dream more beautiful.

Stefano Pelli

Essential References
1) Assagioli R., “Armonia della vita”, Astrolabio
2) Gandhi M.K., “L’arte di vivere”, CDE spa
3) Assagioli R., “L’Atto di volontà”, Astrolabio
4) Firman J., Gila A., “La ferita primaria”,
L’Uomo Edizioni
5) Pearson C., “L’Eroe interiore”, Astrolabio

PLANNING
HOW TO ACTIVATE
CONSCIOUS
CO-OPERATION
Translation by Mike Malagreca
“Wise men know that there is a pre-determined plan.
Performing it is like driving a fragile boat in a rapid,
among rocks. The boat must follow its course and carry
the load to its destination; however, the bed of the river
continually changes, and dangerous rocks lay traps. The
helmsman must find the right course at all times. Whoever
looks from the shore rejoices, thinking that the journey
goes well to the goal: “Who is on the helm knows the
route”
He does not see the risks avoided by those maneuvers.
That helmsman can not take refuge in calm waters, which
would stop the race, must sacrifice a lot not to lose the
right direction. The water foam blends with his sweat, but
for the spectator that fight is just a happy adventure. This
makes clear what a project is.” A.Y.
We have tried to activate projects to promote fundamental
actions for the evolution of the human, individual and
collective, consciousness, knowing that what makes an
action strictly individual or collective action depends on
the motive which animates who carries it and the breadth
of his conscience, so as it depends on the individual’s
attitude to privilege internal or external actions, equally
necessary for the same purpose. As the above quotation
teaches us, it is not simple or easy for anyone to avoid
the pitfalls of the path, so it is important to find friends
with whom to confront mutually and share difficulties and
conquests!
“It’s great when a friend comes to the rescue!”
Certainly this is an important expression of cooperation.
What do we mean by co-operation? Certainly not “doing
things simultaneously or necessarily physically together,”

but “deliberately choosing to work together to achieve a
common goal, joyously and deeply shared.”
This choice arises from the clear awareness that a lone
operator can not act in any where and can not have the
many skills needed to achieve it, thus by recognizing the
value of teamwork, by knowing that only the collective
coordinated power decapses energizes and guarantees the
success of the action. This applies to any project we adhere
to, from football to collaboration to govern a nation, to the
action to realize the new humanity ...
Co-operation is prescribed for man, but co-operating is
not easy. Few men are able to act as a team because a
particular skill is required, that is to know how to combine
individual and common action together, which means
overcoming the egocentricity and the need for individual
recognition and appreciation, and not having personal or
partial purposes to pursue. To co-operate it is also necessary
to align and make all our individual psychic functions cooperative with the chosen purpose, any “distraction” can
affect the individual and collective action.
It is not by chance that we talk about co-operation: to cooperate we must have developed good will, awakened our
conscience, recognized and trained our and others talents,
trained the search for meanings and, in general, being
sensitized to the group consciousness.
It will depend on the freedom and the joy of accession, the
intensity of convergence to the purpose, the value of the
object itself, the quality and quantity of the energies put in
action, the realization of an attraction power of a further
stream of co-operation, on the physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual plan.
How to say: Co-operation magnetizes and is contagious!
“The true cooperation has one hundred eyes and one
hundred hands”
“The planet can be resized and this depends on man. First,
we have to understand that he can heal not only himself
but the entire environment. This is the true human essence
and it is a realization that cannot be imposed, but drains
free from the depths of the hearts. Thoughts and actions
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must spread diligent care for a better state of affairs. Do
not hide in the folds of the cloak when it is imperative to
exercise all the acumen and all the good will in favor of
mankind.”
“The true cooperation is a blessed thing. As in every
electric discharge the Infinity blinks uninterruptedly, so
teamwork produces unlimited effects. Never say that it
is modest and irrelevant; we should never misjudge a
single spatial spark” A.Y.
How to promote it? Cooperating!
“You who labor: do not live in your conscience the roots
of cooperation and community?”
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Every unit of co-operation and common life needs to be
perfected.
I am looking forward that the men, from the family and
the hearth to the spatial preordering, remember the value
of co-operation.
The seed of work will dull if it is not irrigated by the
reciprocity.
The co-operation must be based on sound standards.
This means order; that is the acquisition of a rhythm.
So also in daily work the great laws of the Universe are
expressed.

are part of the heart, and unify like lighthouses in the
darkness.
Friendship and co-operation cannot be the last beach.
Between them and the subtle World there must still be
something else, part of both spheres: the Brotherhood.
Those who are full of doubts are also not fit for the
coarsest form of co-operation and cannot understand the
good discipline of the Brotherhood.
Just like this: discipline. It would not be known how else
to call that voluntary harmony on which the work of the
Brotherhood is based.
The Brothers gather to work, and without trust their
businesses would be worthless. The brother does not
blame his brother, knowing that this would be a destructive
act. Instead, he helps him every turn of the life.
Co-operation, first and foremost, is a scientific activity.
It must be well understood that in human society or cooperation exists in all its forms or there is slavery. The
Brotherhood manifests the most perfect collaboration.
“It is time to understand that co-operation is prescribed for
man. No government can last forever without affirming
it. It is not an unrealable dream, but the requirement of an
evolutionary stage.” A.Y.

The co-operation must be voluntary. Only a conscious
co-operation makes work healthy, which is sacred.
When, as it may be said, the beast that is inside every
man awakens, individuality, not fueled by consciousness,
becomes cruel selfishness and moves war to light and cooperation. Such egoism does not ennoble personality, but
marks a return to the animal state, losing its own group
values too. Such a man is worse than a beast.
Only one thing matters: to know that World Co-operation
is an absolute evolutionary necessity. Peace is the crown
of co-operation.
We know many equivalent concepts: co-operation,
community, co-operative - they are fundamental, they

Luce Ramorino

MY AWARENESS
Translation by Damiano Pagani
Sitting in the armchair I let the subpersonalities, that
appear with pressing or subtle demands, flow through
the imagination. Each of these does not esitate to present
itself as a guiding spirit, which can offer a bit of color,
of diversion to existence. There is then one who asks
with vehemence to be defended and revenged for the
negativities that others suffered.
There is the guiding spirit that tells me books and studies
in whitch it would be desirable for me to delve deeper
in to try to keep up with culture. There is the face of the
one smiling at me, without talking, because it knows I
share and know how to behave to accomplish its project.
There is room also for the subpersonality that drives me to
the knowledge of psychosynthesis. It is a subpersonality
that does not delay to show me in the imagination not
only the flashes of the Ego, but also the Self that shines
over my head. On some occasions it is wrapped in the
white sail of an old wiseman that drives me, alternately,
to turn his inner voice into light for my awareness and
operativeness. It has certainly a power that I do not
underestimate: it is a subpersonality that I have decided
to make an integral part of my personality.
Even the rational part of my psyche, attracted to
the goals it presents, does not escape from speaking
sermons that remind me that one thing are the spiritual
guides that meet the needs and expectations of the
personality in which I move and spend the days, and
another thing are the messages that the old wiseman
sitting next to the fire in a mountain cave whispers to
me. All subpersonalities chat, whisper, complain, nerve
themselves, or support their ideas in the room of the
psychic realm, but I’m convinced that I did well to
vote for the president sitting on the throne: Ego-Self.
Personal psychotherapy, lectures, reading, meditation,
reflections on Ego-Self now offer me a territory where
I can move with relative security and without fear of

making macroscopic or destructive errors. Or, at least,
I hope and believe this is the case, even though the
guiding spirits of the subpersonalities occupying the
salon of my psyche are not, thinking well on that, so
subdued and remissive. Riots are on the agenda. They
remind me of the powers exercised by patriarchal groups
encountered in Middle East travels. The king is the
sovereign, there on the throne in his palace. He deserves
attention, listening, applause, but in daily affairs, in
suburbs or oases, the ones in command are patriarchs and
their tribes. The monarch and his power are far away.
However, as far as I am concerned, I try to make myself
master of the Ego-Self in thoughts flowing into mind.
There is nothing important at the moment to be decided
upon that it is to swing my personality down and to the
obscure, if not to consume a second grappa. The pure
center of clear and limpid light, will and love addresses
me to the mind sensible and helpful in relationships
and acting. The pure Center of Pure Consciousness
has no doubt, it knows to be the driving spirit chosen
and put on the throne after the, initially a little
contrasted and with doubts, election. Other candidates
had interesting merits and programs, but not like its
own. Ego-Self victory is not absolute, but victory.
The mind, when elected, did not delay to realize that
the Ego-Self, and the project it proposes, are animated
by a igneous and creative energy impregnated by
unusual aspirations. From the first contacts with via San
Domenico, The Ego-Self nourishes me with its energies
that I try to put into the education of the heart so that the
soul is saturated with subtle aspirations. The command
that I give to myself is: “Refine the commitment that
excites the spirit and the heart”.
The presence of the bright lighthouse of the Ego-Self
indicates the road to personal pschotherapy, daily study
and engagement.
With the new government elements of personality,
initially driven by passions, emotional states, needs and
desires, often in conflict between themselves, over time
are controlled and coordinated by the work of awareness
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that makes them partially obedient to the existential
chosen project. As the integration of my psychic
dynamics, activated by awareness, proceeds, the key
note I have chosen and I want is emerging. The passive
evolutionary process, that is driven by conditioning,
becomes a conscious effort of will. I’m happy with the
personality that takes shape in me for the partial cohesion
of the psychic elements in an organic whole that pursues
objectives that are relevant to the projects undertaken.
A decent adaptation to the world is dominating. But the
more I look at this phase of the evolutionary process, the
more I realize it is deeply sly.
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The rational part of the psyche has clear, or thinks it is
clear, personal and transpersonal aspects that distinguish
it, but the more flattering of its own knowledge and of its
action, the more involuntary aspects of it work subtly in
virtue of a refined use of the psychic defense mechanisms.
Pleasure, vainglory, egocentricity say: “I do, you do
not.”; “I know the psyche, its powers, its territories, its
illusions while in you, dear neighbor, dominate confusion,
embedded or superficially understood concepts. You still
have to walk.”
From the depths of my psyche, with psychotherapy,
clearly emerge conditioned life patterns, inherited from
family members, from relationships with peers in the
playroom or school benches. They as thin ashes emerge
and influence daily action. The behavioral modes of
the present show clear correspondences with those
early conditioning and guide relationships, vicissitudes,
anxieties. Appears, among other things, the platform of
the sexual instinct, that attracted Freud so much to make
it the support of any existential aspect. However, my
psyche evolves. Egocentricity fades. Altruism seems to
take up space. Everything according to program. I think,
with satisfaction, about the words of my guide, the EgoSelf.
But is the process of psychic change really in place?
I realize that making changes to consciousness is
complex, challenging and often illusory. It is difficult like
removing a landslide that continues to fall on the road.
Going into the unconscious, in addition to the instincts

that have classifications and patterns in psychology
texts, I find shadows that are not just shadows. They
influence crawling on the psyche. Below the instincts of
reproduction, affirmation, group, dominate parts that are
separating, humorous, boring, spooky, presumptuous,
judging and expert in favoring and emphasizing alleged
personal values. In this regard, the psychic difficulties
brought in therapy sessions are noticeable, but of tissue
paper. They remain the right time for then dissolve and
let me assert, with the consent of the therapist, that we
have done a good and fruitful job. But the larvae from the
slums, which occupy the level underlying the instincts,
and on which they stand, continue to judge, criticize,
devalue, ironize, disqualify, undermine, etc.
This unconscious-conscious remains largely foreign to
my psychotherapy work. I go further. I consider them
‘nuances’ that belong to human life. As an example, I
console myself remembering what happens in congresses
or conventions where the speeches duration is set in the
program, the rotating speaker, usually a psychotherapist,
goes further thinking that, the time he steals to whom
will come after, in the end is stolen because what he
exposes is, more than anything, more meaningful and
valid than what will be exposed by who will come after
him. This indicates the uncontaminated proliferating,
not only in me, of the caterpillars of pride, presumption,
abstinence, presumption, arrogance in the depths of the
psyche, even if being certain of having a personality
now in the solid dependencies of the Ego-Self. Psychic
defense mechanisms are good experts in keeping active
this creeping substrate.
The inferior subconscious uses such operative worms
as it considers them essential, even more essential than
usual instincts, to survive, to deal with the problems of
existence and to feel to be someone in the world. The
psychic defense mechanisms of splitting, projection,
removal, isolation, displacement, reactive formation,
pseudo-sublimation, identification, rationalization -and
I do not go beyond- offer their contribution so that
conflicting storms do not form between the evolved
and the involuntary part that exudes in the psyche and

so that we can continue confident and gloating beyond
the time established for the relationship. Psychic defense
mechanisms that are not addressed, and therefore
unresolved, justify, authorize, and legitimize the thoughts
and behaviors that originate from these districts, provide
them with convincing and acceptable rationalizations.
That’s why when I sit on the throne, I should look at my
psychotherapeutic path and stop worrying not so much
about psychosomatic disturbances or depressive-anxious
states but descending into the psychic depths that exude
emotional states that are very similar to sewage and
purify them with the fire of a real self-psychotherapy that
dissolves the mists that obscure them. They are darkness
that does not originate in the familial, social, or sexual
history, but feed on the “frenzies of omnipotence and
omniscience” that are part of the stage where personality
is individualized and satisfied.
At the stage where you believe that you have an
integrated personality, even more than the previous
phases, the words, the reasoning you make with your
friends or with yourself are unmistakably imprinted on
the qualities of the Self. The sacrifice that I make, with
a tear of complacency, of small possessions, objects
or money, which are completely insignificant, offered
to others, find in the psyche magnifying glasses that
multiply their value. In operative and essential choices,
the most eye-catching part of the gaze is always turned
backward, anchored to the separative and egoistic visions
that lie in the unconscious. Nevertheless, in describing
the evolutionary path, I flaunt to myself the existential
values of altruism, common good, the availability, the
openness to others’ ideas, acceptance, hospitality, etc.

me because a major commitment awaits me in a hurry.
Such aspects often remain apart in personality
assessments, though, as well as being known, nervousness,
incapacitation, irritation are winning on many occasions.
Disidentification from these psychic levels is a process
that is often unknown and hence unapplied. Mental
camouflage and fake justifications for furies, angers,
irritations, and bile spills are always operational so that
they can be lived without remorse. The Self retreats into
the attic. It pretends to be nothing and glows horizons
of the future. In fact, I am convinced that the torches
of light, waving in consciousness, are the only reality
that belongs to my nature. Those crawling, disgusting
and vomiting caterpillars of anger, hydrophobia, and
fury are in me because others encyst them into me and
I am forced to act them. When I am well disposed,
devaluating commiserations take shape in me: they are
consciousness at the first steps on the evolutionary path
and therefore, with an intolerable act of goodness in their
regard, I feel sorry for and pity them; they are doing
their best to proceed and survive. They are, however, far
from my limpid and clear vision. They cannot do better.
To evolve this phase is part of it. The infinite path of
the evolutionary process requires that this step be taken
with the search for prolific, and often not recognized
or denied, germs driven by the ideative delusions
sustained by the psychic defense mechanisms. The
theme requires personal and group reflections to proceed
further, reapplying the disidentification and processing
of unhealthy psychic content. It is required to recognize
them and feed the needed fires to incinerate them and
do not self-deceive even to consider oneself being right,
true, objective, wise.

I consider them certain, irrefutable possessions. They
are always on the part of those who vigorously affirm
the need to help others and understand their existential
difficulties. I fight against those who think differently.
I rarely strive to objectively confront myself with my
ways of acting concretely towards those who are crushed
by the miseries of the world. Separation, indifference
and, above all, thought: “What can I do? I do not have
the magic wand!”, coming from my deep levels, guide
and justify going beyond the situation that is ahead of

Awareness turn on lights, but cellar locations remain
obscure and, above all, operate indefinitely. I do not
most often express judgments, criticisms, devaluations,
disagreements, but I point them to the inner pedestal of
the psyche and blur the judgments and criticisms that I
should direct to myself. How many doors open up and
make me see innovative responses and roads, but how
many doors remain closed and do not allow the lights
of my consciousness to illuminate the dark corners
where my creeping larvae farms are located. They are
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well-protected corners that refuse purifying fires. On the
evolutionary road, it is urgent to illuminate the cellars,
especially if I consider myself living in a house without
a cellar or having only a cellar like a little taverna where
I can warm up to the fireplace.
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According to the fundamental psychosynthetic canons,
the most significant qualities of the Self are enclosed in
the heart. Excluding the heart means building without
soul. The heart accepts universal values and synthesizes
them, and its guiding voice sharply emphasizes the
pity it has for me when I give alms with the coins that
annoy me in my pocket, or with a sigh of boredom I
lower the window at the traffic light and, if I have not
a euro coin but two euros, I give up and I do not offer
it. It is easier to send the five-euro alms with the mobile
phone to a predetermined number, even if at the same
time conflicting forces oppose it. So it is for many other
occasions.

the slums of the separative and egocentric unconscious
allows to be in relation to more essential principles of life.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary that consciousness
must not be burdened by subtle, insignificant, viscous
relational problems and win them daily in small events
that, if trivialized or considered insignificant, overwhelm
it. On the way of the Self they damage the whole work. In
such streets I wonder if I’m inattentive, and that happens.
I am required to distinguish tolerance, sensibility,
clarity of vision from moods that, disordered and
destructive, have the upper hand when I am distracted.
How do you think about reaching the initiation to
the Ego-Self without struggling? In this path, the
personality must remember that life is a purgatory not
overwhelmed by ruins and rubbish but by subtle powders
that consciousness tends to banalize, precipitating into
psychic epidemics generated by those dark powders.

Fortunately, another larvae from the unconscious helps
me that, with a psychic defense mechanism, calms me
down and points out that I satisfy altruism and goodness
towards others donating hours of volunteering in the
centers. In that case, I am careful not to put on the
balance the gratifications of the personality I get there.
The heart is the judge and, like the sun, points out lights
and shadows. It underscores with inexorable clearness
the productive attitudes in the construction of the planet,
the real premises of every action and, above all, reveals
the false hypocrisies and affirmation and approval
instincts that float in the unconscious, obscuring my role
as co-creator of the planet. It is hard for rationality and
personality to resonate in harmony with the tension of
the heart. It’s easy that its project and its principles break
themselves up.
The creative power of the heart has no limits, it is
powerful, but the personality is equally skilled in staying
on the throne, ready to judge others and feel for them
that silent pity that makes itself believe to be even higher.
Getting out of the pedestal, hardly reached, aspiring to the
awakening of the heart and having the courage to look into
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